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1. Introduction

A conformal manifold, M, is a family of Conformal Field Theories (CFTs) that are

connected to each other by exactly marginal deformations. More precisely, given some

CFT, P, there may be exactly marginal deformations

δS =

∫
ddxλiOi , (1.1)

that take us from P to some nearby CFT, P ′. Furthermore, M is endowed with a positive-

definite metric

gij(P) ≡ x2d · 〈Oi(x)Oj(0)〉P , (1.2)

called the Zamolodchikov metric.

Conformal manifolds are more controlled laboratories in which to study phenomena

like emergent symmetry [1] and dualities (e.g., [2,3,4]) that also occur in theories with

broken conformal symmetry (e.g., real-world QCD). Understanding general properties of

these spaces may therefore be worthwhile.

In this note, we begin a study of compact conformal manifolds in four space-time

dimensions (note that in three dimensions, weakly coupled compact conformal manifolds

have been constructed in [5]). A necessary and sufficient condition for a finite-dimensional

M to be compact is that it is complete (i.e., every Cauchy sequence of points in M

converges in M) and that the manifold has finite diameter (i.e., the supremum of geodesic

distances measured using the Zamolodchikov metric is finite).

Most known conformal manifolds in four dimensions are either non-compact or consist

of a single point. A particularly well-known example of the former is the space of exactly

marginal gauge coupling(s) of N = 4 Super Yang-Mills (SYM). Specializing to the case of

a single gauge group, these manifolds have an exact Zamolodchikov metric

gττdτdτ ∼
1

(Imτ)2
dτdτ , τ =

θ

2π
+ i

4π

g2
. (1.3)

The zero gauge coupling limit, τ = i∞ (g = 0), is infinitely far away, and so, by our above

discussion, the conformal manifold of anN = 4 SYM theory has a logarithmically divergent

diameter. In fact, similar statements hold for many known theories with extended SUSY,

since one often finds cusps where free gauge fields emerge and the Zamolodchikov metric

takes the form in (1.3) modulo small corrections (see [6,7] for an interesting computation of
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these corrections).1 At the opposite extreme, we can consider an isolated CFT. A classic

example of such a theory is QCD in the Banks-Zaks phase. In this case, there are no

exactly marginal deformations, and the conformal manifold is trivial: it is just a point.

Since our goal is to begin a systematic and controlled study of compact conformal

manifolds, we will focus on superconformal field theories (SCFTs) in this note. By the

results of [8], such manifolds are necessarily Kähler. Therefore, the simplest (lowest di-

mension and simplest topology) non-trivial compact supersymmetric conformal manifold

that we can imagine constructing is a CP 1.

The main results of this note are (i) to give an algorithm for constructing compact

conformal manifolds in conformal perturbation theory in four dimensions and (ii) to show

that CP 1 conformal manifolds are indeed realized: they can be naturally constructed in

conformal perturbation theory via certain explicit N = 2 → N = 1 breaking deformations

of any of the infinite set of (A2n−1, D2p) Argyres-Douglas (AD) theories [9] with integers

n ≥ 2 and p ≫ 2n.

Moreover, our arguments often reduce the search for CPN−1 conformal manifolds to

a problem in studying the N = 2 chiral ring (by which we mean the ring of operators

annihilated by all of the anti-chiral supercharges of N = 2 SUSY). We claim that a

CPN−1 conformal manifold can be realized in conformal perturbation theory by a set

of N = 2 → N = 1 breaking deformations of an infinite sub-family of N = 2 SCFTs,

{Tρ}, labeled by a positive integer, ρ, with ρ sufficiently large and each corresponding Tρ

satisfying:

(a) Tρ has no N = 2 chiral primaries of dimension two (i.e., it is isolated as an N = 2

SCFT).

(b) There is a positive real number, κ, such that Tρ has N N = 2 Lorentz scalar chiral

primaries of dimension 2− ǫ, with ǫ ∼ O(ρ−κ) ≪ 1.

(c) There is a positive real number, κ′, such that the conformal c anomaly of Tρ is bounded

as c & O(ρκ
′

). Alternatively, we can rephrase this requirement using the a-theorem [10,11]

and the Hofman-Maldacena bounds [12] and demand that, if the theory has a Coulomb

branch, MC , then its dimension scales as dim(MC) ∼ O(ρκ
′

) ≫ 1.

We will see below that in the case of the (A2n−1, D2p) theories, ρ = p, while κ = κ′ = 1.

1 We can often compactify these conformal manifolds. However, the resulting metric is not the

Zamolodchikov metric (also, unlike in our examples below, the number of stress tensors changes

discontinuously along the conformal manifold).
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Since the conformal manifolds we will construct are visible in conformal perturbation

theory (i.e., the diameters are parametrically small), we will have control over their global

properties. As we will see, although these conformal manifolds only have N = 1 SUSY,

they behave in certain respects like N = 2 conformal manifolds. Whether we can actually

realize compact conformal manifolds in extended SUSY itself is an interesting problem

that we leave for the future.

The plan of the paper is as follows. We first present our general algorithm for con-

structing compact conformal manifolds in conformal perturbation theory. Next, we study

the (A3, D2p) theory and find a set of N = 2 → N = 1 breaking deformations that give

rise to a small CP 1 conformal manifold. We then comment on the more general case of

(A2n−1, D2p). Finally, we conclude with some discussion of open problems.

2. Compact Conformal Manifolds in Four Dimensions

In order to understand how compact conformal manifolds can naturally appear in

conformal perturbation theory, it is useful to briefly review the criterion for the existence

of exactly marginal deformations proven in [1].2 Let us start from some reference SCFT,

P. Unitarity guarantees that a marginal deformation must be a shift in the superpotential.

Let us take a small deformation of the form

δW = λiOi , (2.1)

where the Oi are chiral primaries of dimension three.

In general, not all deformations of the type (2.1) are exactly marginal. In order to

distinguish the exactly marginal deformations, let us study the chiral-anti-chiral OPE

Oi(x)O
†

j
(0) =

δij
|x|6

+
1

|x|4
TA

ij
JA(0) + · · · , (2.2)

where the JA are the moment maps of the flavor symmetries (with corresponding charges,

QA) at P, and the ellipses include descendants and primaries of higher dimension that are

not directly relevant to the discussion at hand. The coefficients multiplying the moment

maps measure the flavor charges of the marginal chiral primaries

TA

ij
= 4π2τAB(tB)

k
i δkj , τAB = (2π)4 · |x|4 · 〈JA(x)JB(0)〉 > 0 , [QA,Oi] = −(tA)

j
iOj .

(2.3)

2 This criterion was originally suggested for general N = 1 four-dimensional SCFTs in [13]

(see also [14]).
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Since there are no singular terms in the chiral-chiral OPE, we can work in a holo-

morphic renormalization scheme with the superpotential unrenormalized and the Kähler

potential deformed by

δK = ZA(λ, λ, µ) · JA , (2.4)

where µ is the short-distance cutoff. Now, let us define

DA ≡
∂

∂ log µ
ZA = 2π2λiTA

ij
λ
j
+ · · · = 8π4τABλi(tB)

k
i λk + · · · , (2.5)

where we have used the Zamolodchikov metric, δkm, to lower the index of λ
m
. Clearly, the

exactly marginal deformations are precisely those that satisfy

DA = 0 . (2.6)

Note that the beta functions for the physical couplings, λi
phys = λi + 1

2Z
A(tA)

i
jλ

j , are

βi =
1

2
λj(tA)

i
j

∂

∂ logµ
ZA = 4π4λj(tA)

i
jτ

ABλk(tB)
ℓ
kλℓ + · · · . (2.7)

As a result, small deformations that are not exactly marginal are marginally irrelevant.

As emphasized in [1], the form of (2.5) is suggestive of a “D-term” for the global

symmetries, and (2.6) is suggestive of a D-flatness condition (we can arrive at the con-

dition (2.6) by extremizing the potential V = 2π4 · DADA ≥ 0). Indeed, if we think of

the couplings as background fields transforming under global symmetries coupled to back-

ground gauge fields, then we can think of (2.5) as a D-term for these symmetries (with V

a D-term potential). In particular, we see that, at least locally around P, we can describe

the conformal manifold as a symplectic quotient M =
{
λi
}
/GC (see also the discussion

in [14]), where GC is the complexified global symmetry group (we use the fact that acting

on the D-flat λi by the symmetry group G does not move us along M since the difference

between the theory before and after the symmetry rotation is an irrelevant operator [1]). In

theories with supergravity duals, the conformal manifold gets mapped to the moduli space

of vacua of the gravity theory, and the above construction has a natural dual interpreta-

tion in terms of an action on the massless fields (see, for example, the relevant sections in

[13,15-17]). Note, however, that the discussion above (which follows [1]) is more general

and applies to any SCFT (with or without a dual).
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Therefore, a chiral operator fails to be marginal if it pairs up with a flavor symmetry

current to form a long multiplet.3 Note that if the theory has N = 2 SUSY, then it

must be the case that all N = 2-preserving marginal deformations are exactly marginal

(this statement essentially follows from the above discussion and the OPE analysis in [19],

which shows that flavor symmetry moment maps cannot appear in the chiral-anti-chiral

OPE of the marginal primaries), but this is not generically true in N = 1 theories (a simple

example of this latter statement is SU(Nc) SQCD with Nf = 2Nc [20,1]).4

Typically, it is not straightforward to use the D-flatness condition (2.6) to determine

whether a particular conformal manifold is compact or not, since we are performing a

local analysis around P. One simple situation in which we can see a compact conformal

manifold in conformal perturbation theory is if we imagine that our D-term equations are

deformed by a parametrically small background “FI” term, ξ (such terms have a natural

interpretation in a symplectic quotient). More precisely, let us suppose our theory has a

single U(1) flavor symmetry and that the corresponding D-term is deformed as

D → D − ξ , 0 < ξ ≪ 1 , (2.8)

where ξ does not depend on the couplings (without loss of generality, we take ξ > 0).

If the couplings all have charges of the same sign (with a sign resulting in a positive

coupling-dependent contribution in (2.8)) and these charges are parametrically larger than

ξ in absolute value, then it is clear that (2.8) describes a compact space in conformal

perturbation theory around P.

A simple way to engineer a conformal manifold of this type is to start from an isolated

SCFT5 with various chiral primaries, Oi, of dimension 3−ǫi (where ǫi ≪ 1) and a G = U(1)

global symmetry group. We can deform the superpotential by

δW = λiµǫiOi , (2.9)

3 This result can also be explained directly in terms of the recombination rules of superconfor-

mal representation theory [18].
4 Actually, we will see that this statement remains true along the N = 1 compact conformal

manifolds that we get from parametrically small deformations of the N = 2 SCFTs we consider

below.
5 As we will see below, this condition is not strictly necessary.
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where the λi are dimensionless. The beta functions now read

βi = −ǫiλ
i + 4π4λiαiτ

−1
G

∑

j

λjαjλj + · · · , (2.10)

where the first terms are the tree-level contributions to the beta functions, the αi are the

charges of the λi under G, and τG is the two-point function of the G symmetry current. If

the above beta functions have a solution with parametrically small λi = λi
∗ 6= 0 in the IR,

then it should be the case that the superpotential (2.9) preserves an R symmetry along

the RG flow.6 In particular, it follows that αi = α · ǫi, for some universal α 6= 0. We can

rescale the symmetry current multiplet JG = α ·U (so that the U charge of Oi is ǫi, where

U is the operator originally introduced in [21]) and find

DU = −ξ +D =
τU
4π4

(ǫiλ
i)−1βi = −

τU
4π4

+
∑

j

λjǫjλj + · · · , τU =
τG
α2

. (2.11)

Note that we can define the potential V = 2π4DUDU , obtain the beta function as the

gradient of V , and find the IR theory by studying the D-flat directions in the presence of

the background FI term. Assuming that there are no other exactly marginal deformations

at long distances, the IR conformal manifold is compact with complex dimension N − 1,

where N is the number of independent deformations in (2.9), and the IR couplings are

characterized by {
λi
∣∣∣
∑

j

λj
∗ǫjλ∗j =

τU
4π4

}/
U(1) , (2.12)

where the U(1) action is generated by U . The solutions (2.12) correspond to directions in

the kernel of the Hessian, ∂i∂jV . If the ǫj are all equal, then we get a CPN−1. Otherwise,

we find a weighted projective space.

As long as τU ≪ ǫi, we expect that the IR is indeed described by a compact confor-

mal manifold, Mc, and that higher-order corrections (as well as corrections from higher-

dimensional operators) will not render Mc non-compact (i.e., they won’t change the topol-

ogy of the conformal manifold) or push the theory non-perturbatively far from P. We will

6 More precisely, as long as there are no approximately conserved flavor symmetries with

currents, jAµ , of dimension 3+ ǫ′A for 0 < ǫ′A . ǫi, we expect that this R-symmetry exists and that

it flows to the IR superconformal one. In the N = 2 → N = 1 breaking examples below, even

if there are such jAµ , they cannot mix with the IR superconformal R-current (this result follows

from the discussion in the appendix of [19]).
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perform a consistency check of this picture in our examples below when we compute the

exact IR superconformal R-current. Note that in some cases, the IR solutions to the

vanishing of the beta functions (2.10) may only exist for a subset of the λi 6= 0.

In a more general setting, starting from some UV SCFT, P, with a global symmetry

group G (not necessarily U(1)), the beta functions are given by

βi = −ǫiλ
i + 4π4λj(tA)

i
jτ

ABλk(tB)
ℓ
kδℓmλ

m
+ · · · . (2.13)

In this case, we can think of the beta functions as gradients of the potential V = κ −
∑

i ǫiλ
iλi + 2π4(λj(tA)

i
jλi)τ

AB(λk(tB)
ℓ
kλℓ) + · · ·, where κ is a constant.

In the examples below, we will discuss UV theories with a global symmetry group

G ⊃ U(1) and many relevant chiral primaries of dimension approximately three. Instead

of finding the full set of solutions to (2.13) in these theories, we will turn on a subset of

the relevant deformations that preserve a common R-symmetry and break a particular

U(1) ⊂ G symmetry. The RG evolution of these couplings is governed by the simpler beta

functions in (2.11), and the compact conformal manifolds we find in the IR are described

by (2.12) for an appropriately defined U . In order to verify that our conformal manifolds

are indeed compact in the IR and of the form we claim, we will show that the various

other IR chiral primaries that have UV dimension approximately three do not become

exactly marginal in the IR (note that any new IR primaries of dimension three that might

emerge in the examples below would necessarily be marginally irrelevant since they would

be neutral under a preserved U(1) flavor symmetry we will describe in detail and would

be charged under some emergent symmetry). While it would be interesting to study the

full set of solutions to (2.13) in these examples, such a discussion is beyond the scope of

this note.

2.1. The Role of N = 2 SUSY

As we will explain, N = 2 SCFTs naturally have—from the point of view of an

N = 1 ⊂ N = 2 sub-algebra—sectors of operators that are charged only under U(1) flavor

symmetries. These theories are then candidates for implementing the mechanism described

above. Indeed, recall that SCFTs with N = 2 SUSY have a U(1)R × SU(2)R ×F bosonic

internal symmetry, where U(1)R × SU(2)R is the superconformal R-symmetry, and F is

the N = 2 flavor symmetry (i.e., it commutes with the N = 2 superconformal algebra, and,
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by our conventions, the corresponding currents do not sit in multiplets with higher-spin

symmetry currents). From the N = 1 point of view, the linear combination

J = RN=2 − 2I3 , (2.14)

is a universal U(1) flavor symmetry of the theory (it commutes with the N = 1 ⊂ N = 2

superconformal algebra; I3 is the Cartan generator of SU(2)R, and RN=2 is the U(1)R).

Such theories often have a sector of primaries that are charged under J and are singlets

under F : the N = 2 chiral primaries, Oi (these operators are annihilated by all the

anti-chiral supercharges). Indeed, unitarity implies

J(Oi) = 2D(Oi) ≥ 2 , (2.15)

where D(Oi) is the scaling dimension of Oi (the fact that the Oi are F -neutral can be

derived by studying the O†
iOi OPE [22]). Furthermore, we can often compute the scaling

dimensions of theOi exactly from a Seiberg-Witten or Calabi-Yau description of the theory.

In the next subsection, we will study a set of relevant N = 2 → N = 1 breaking

deformations that couple a free chiral multiplet to the (A3, D2p) SCFT [9] via a composite

operator built out of bilinears of the free chiral scalar and the N = 2 chiral operators

discussed above. We will show how a small CP 1 conformal manifold appears in the IR.

We then consider generalizing to cases in which we replace the (A3, D2p) theory with an

(A2n−1, D2p) theory (n > 2).

2.2. A CP 1 Conformal Manifold

Consider the (A3, D2p) Argyres-Douglas SCFT (for p ≫ 1) [9] along with a decoupled

chiral multiplet, Φ, (although it is not important, we will think of this chiral multiplet as

being part of a free N = 2 U(1) multiplet). While the (A3, D2p) theory apparently does

not admit a Seiberg-Witten description, and many of its properties remain mysterious, we

can derive its N = 2 chiral spectrum (and the fact that it has a rank two N = 2 flavor

symmetry, F) from the Calabi-Yau equation x4 + y2 + s2p−1 + st2 = 0.7 It turns out that

7 Deforming the theory by an N = 2 chiral operator corresponds to adding a lower-order

monomial to the polynomial x4 + y2 + s2p−1 + st2. The spectrum of N = 2 chiral operators is

therefore derived by studying all possible deformations of the polynomial. The scaling dimensions

of the deformations are determined so that the holomorphic 3-form on the Calabi-Yau threefold

has dimension one [9].
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the N = 2 chiral operators have scaling dimensions

D(O0,ℓ) =
4(2p− ℓ− 1)

2p+ 1
, 0 ≤ ℓ ≤ floor

(
6p− 5

4

)
,

D(O1,ℓ) =
6p− 4ℓ− 3

2p+ 1
, 0 ≤ ℓ ≤ p− 2 ,

D(O2,ℓ) =
4p− 4ℓ− 2

2p+ 1
, 0 ≤ ℓ ≤ floor

(
2p− 3

4

)
,

D(O0) =
4p

2p+ 1
.

(2.16)

As explained above, the operators in (2.16) are neutral under F but are charged under the

U(1) J symmetry defined in (2.14) with charges given by twice their scaling dimensions

(see (2.15)). We refer to the particular J symmetry acting on the (A3, D2p) sector and

leaving the Φ multiplet invariant as J(A3,D2p). We refer to the J symmetry acting on Φ but

leaving the (A3, D2p) sector invariant as JΦ. Note that (2.16) implies that the (A3, D2p)

theory satisfies properties (a), (b), and (c) discussed in the introduction with N = 2,

ρ = p, and κ = κ′ = 1 (we will explain below precisely why c & O(p)).

Let us now turn on the following almost-marginal relevant deformation

δW = λ1µǫ · ΦO0,p−1 + λ2µǫ · ΦO0 , (2.17)

where D(ΦO(0,p−1)) = D(ΦO0) = 3 − ǫ, with ǫ = 2
1+2p

∼ 1
p
. This deformation breaks

N = 2 → N = 1 and breaks the N = 1 bosonic flavor and R-symmetry as follows

U(1)
R̃
× U(1)JΦ

× U(1)J(A3,D2p)
×F → U(1)R × U(1)F ×F , (2.18)

where U(1)
R̃

is the UV N = 1 ⊂ N = 2 superconformal R-symmetry, and U(1)R

is a remaining R-symmetry. Turning on any other relevant deformations necessarily

breaks (2.18) further. Note that the unbroken U(1)F symmetry is the linear com-

bination U(1)F = − 4p
2p+1U(1)JΦ

+ U(1)J(A3,D2p)
. Defining the moment map U =

1
256p2+9c(1+2p)2

(
9c(1 + 2p) · JΦ + 64p · J(A3,D2p)

)
(where JΦ and J(A3,D2p) are the moment

maps for the symmetries of the same name, and c is the central charge of the (A3, D2p)

theory), we find that the IR theory is described by

{
λi
∣∣∣|λ1

∗|
2+|λ2

∗|
2 =

1 + 2p

2
·
τU
4π4

=
9c(1 + 2p)

2π4(256p2 + 9c(1 + 2p)2)
.

1

4π4p
≪ 1

}/
U(1) , (2.19)
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where we have used the fact that τJ = 9
4c, and the U(1) action is generated by U .8 There-

fore, we see that the IR conformal manifold is Mc = CP 1, and its diameter, diam(Mc),

is at most O(p−
1
2 ). Note that even though the IR conformal manifold has N = 1 SUSY,

it behaves in at least one interesting way as an N = 2 conformal manifold: the flavor

symmetry, U(1)F × F , is an invariant of the manifold.9 Furthermore, it is crucial we

satisfy property (b) in the introduction with N = 2 in order to find a CP 1 (one of the

corresponding two chiral operators gets eaten by the U mutliplet and becomes a normal

direction).

In order to establish that we in fact have a smallCP 1 conformal manifold in the IR, we

should check that there are no additional exactly marginal deformations at long distances.

Therefore, we should check that all the UV N = 1 chiral primaries with dimension close to

three do not become exactly marginal in the IR. As we proceed to demonstrate this fact

below, we will highlight where conditions (a) and (c) mentioned in the introduction enter

into our analysis.

To begin, first note that the N = 1 primaries of interest may either be N = 2

primaries or N = 2 descendants. In either case, the N = 1 primaries are embedded in

short multiplets of N = 2 SUSY. The corresponding N = 2 primaries have dimensions

determined by their R-symmetry quantum numbers as follows [23,24]

D =
1

2
RN=2 + 2jR , RN=2 = 0 or RN=2 ≥ 2(1 + j1) , (2.20)

where jR is the SU(2)R spin, and j1 is the left-handed spin.

From the above discussion, it is clear that each UV chiral operator of dimension close

to three must fall into one of the following categories (the quantum numbers are with

respect to the UV superconformal R-symmetry, and the dimensions are determined by

(2.20))

(i) An N = 2 Lorentz scalar chiral primary operator with jR = 0 and RN=2 ∼ 6.

(ii) An N = 2 Lorentz scalar primary with jR = 1
2 and RN=2 ∼ 4.

8 For an N = 1 theory, we take c = 3Tr R̃3 − 5
3
Tr R̃, where R̃ = 1

3
RN=2 +

4
3
I3 is the N = 1

superconformal R-symmetry.
9 By flavor symmetry, we again note that we mean a symmetry that commutes with the

superconformal algebra and does not sit in a multiplet with higher-spin symmetries. Note also

that N = 2 flavor symmetries can only emerge when a new sector appears. However, these

emergent symmetries are somewhat special, since they are arbitrarily weakly gauged.
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(iii) An N = 2 Lorentz scalar primary with jR = 1 and RN=2 & 2.

(iv) An N = 2 Lorentz scalar primary with jR = 3
2 and RN=2 = 0.

(v) An N = 2 descendant, (Q2)2O, with O an N = 2 Lorentz scalar chiral primary with

jR = 0 and RN=2 ∼ 4.

(vi) An N = 2 descendant, Q2αOα, with Oα a chiral primary of spin
(
1
2
, 0
)
, jR = 0, and

RN=2 ∼ 5.

(vii) An N = 2 descendant, Q2αOα, with Oα a chiral primary of spin
(
1
2 , 0

)
, jR = 1

2 , and

RN=2 & 3.10

Given this list of operators, we can compute the corresponding set of IR superconfor-

mal R-charges, R̃IR, using the fact that, to the order we work in conformal perturbation

theory, R̃IR is given by

R̃IR = R̃UV +
2

3
U . (2.21)

In particular, using the fact that the scaling dimension, D, of an N = 1 chiral primary is

given by D = 3
2
R̃, we see that the change in dimension of some N = 1 primary, O, is

δD(O) = DIR(O)−DUV (O) =
1

256p2 + 9c(1 + 2p)2

(
9c(1+2p)·JΦ(O)+64p·J(A3,D2p)(O)

)
.

(2.22)

In order to understand how the shifts in dimension (2.22) affect our operators, it is

clearly useful to be able to say something about c. While we do not know how to precisely

compute c in this example, we can find a sufficiently strong parametric lower bound on

it. Indeed, we first observe from (2.16) that the (A3, D2p) theory has an O(p)-dimensional

Coulomb branch. As a result, if we turn on some generic Coulomb branch vevs, we should

find O(p) free U(1) multiplets in the IR. This long distance theory has an a anomaly of

order O(p). From the a-theorem [10,11] we therefore conclude that the a anomaly of the

(A3, D2p) theory is at least O(p). Using the Hofman-Maldacena bounds [12], we also see

that

a, c & O(p) . (2.23)

10 Such operators coming from primaries of RN=2 < 3 are forbidden by unitarity. Furthermore,

in the case RN=2 = 3, we have Q2αOα = 0. Indeed, since Oα saturates the unitarity bound

RN=2(O) = 3 = 2(1 + j1(O)), it is annihilated by the Lorentz spin zero contraction with Q2
β . An

example of such an operator is Oα = λαφ̃ − λ̃αφ, where φ, φ̃ are primaries for two different free

U(1) vector multiplets, and λα ∼ Q2
αφ|, λ̃α ∼ Q2

αφ̃| are the corresponding gauginos.
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This analysis explains the two equivalent conditions given above in item (c).11

Let us first examine the operators of type (i). These operators have JΦ ≥ 0 and

J(A3,D2p) ≥ 0 (with at least one of these charges non-zero). Therefore, from (2.22) we see

that the dimensions of such operators increase, and we should be careful to check that

slightly relevant UV operators (besides ΦO0,p−1 and ΦO0) don’t become exactly marginal

in the IR. To see this situation does not occur, first consider operators of the type Ok,ℓ

with dimension close to three. Using (2.23) and (2.22), we see that δD ∼ 1
cp

. O(p−2).

However, from (2.16) we see that the barely relevant operators of this type have dimension

that is smaller than three by O(p−1). Therefore, the shift in the dimension is not enough

to make the operator marginal in the IR (furthermore, even if such a marginal operator

did exist in the IR, it would turn out to be marginally irrelevant since it breaks U(1)F with

positive charge, and, as we will see below, there is no negative U(1)F -charged marginal

operator in the IR). Next consider operators of the type ΦOk,ℓ (with k 6= 0 or ℓ 6= p− 1).

From (2.22), it is clear that such operators are not marginal in the IR (they deviate from

marginality by at least O(p−1)). A similar analysis applies to Φ3 and Φ2Ok,ℓ.

Next, consider operators of type (ii) and (iii). These primaries have non-zero U(1)R

charge and non-zero SU(2)R spin. As a result, their N = 1 chiral components should pa-

rameterize mixed branches of the N = 2 moduli space.12 However, mixed branches behave

locally as products of Higgs branches and Coulomb branches since the vector multiplet

and hypermultiplet moduli cannot mix in the Kähler potential [25] (see also the recent

discussion in [26]). Therefore, we expect such N = 2 primaries to be products of U(1)R-

charged SU(2)R singlets and SU(2)R-charged U(1)R singlets.13 It is then easy to see that

the operators with jR = 1
2
are of the form QÕ, where Q is part of a free hypermulitplet,

and the operators with jR = 1 are of the form Φ̃Õ, where Φ̃ is part of a free U(1) vector

multiplet (note that we can have Φ̃ = Φ). It then follows from (2.22) that such operators

11 Note that (2.23) does not imply a ∼ c.
12 This logic breaks down when we have a primary that can be written as Q2αO′Q2

αÔ,

O′(Q2)2Ô, or OQ2αO′
α, for chiral operators O′, Ô, and O′

α. Note that these operators can

also involve Φ, but the U(1) field strength, W 2
U(1), which also appears in this sector is an unin-

teresting decoupled operator. Fortunately, all the operators mentioned in this footnote (with the

exception of W 2
U(1)) are necessarily irrelevant in the UV and also irrelevant in the IR since δD > 0

in (2.22). Note also that the results of [22] imply that there are no O′
α in the (A3, D2p) theory.

13 Note that this discussion does not hold for N = 4 theories, because such theories do not have

an invariant distinction between the vector multiplet and hypermultiplet moduli spaces.
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are never marginal in the IR.14 Let us also note that (2.23) (and, more generally, condition

(c)) guarantees that an operator of type (iii) having the form ΦÕ (with O a holomorphic

moment map for G) is indeed irrelevant in the IR (otherwise, if c ∼ O(p0), it could have

happened that this operator would have remained marginal in the IR with JF < 0).

Next, consider the type (iv) operators.15 Any such operators become relevant in the

IR since they have J = −3. Note that this reasoning does not depend on knowing the

precise number of these operators.

Let us now consider the N = 1 primaries that are N = 2 descendants. To that end, we

first study type (v) operators, (Q2)2O. Let us suppose that O is from the (A3, D2p) sector.

If (Q2)2O is relevant in the UV, then it follows from the above discussion that δD < 0,

and this operator is more relevant in the IR. On the other hand, if (Q2)2O is irrelevant

in the UV, then it follows that δD > 0 and the operator is more irrelevant in the IR. The

potentially troublesome case is when (Q2)2O is marginal in the UV (this is the usualN = 2-

preserving marginal deformation, and O is the dimension two prepotential deformation).

In this case, (Q2)2O has dimension three in the IR as well. However, we see from (2.16) that

the (A3, D2p) theory has no O of dimension two (i.e., it is isolated as an N = 2 theory16).

In particular, we see that it is crucial that our theory satisfies property (a) given in the

introduction. Finally, let us suppose that O = ΦÔ, where Ô is from the interacting UV

sector. Such an operator is necessarily irrelevant and again δD > 0, so the operator is more

irrelevant in the IR (note also that contribution from Φ(Q2)2Ô ⊂ (Q2)2(ΦO) is guaranteed

to be irrelevant by (2.23) and, more generally, property (c)).

Next let us consider the type (vi) operators, Q2αOα. From [22], we know such oper-

ators do not exist in the (A3, D2p) theory. However, we can still argue that such operators

do not yield new exactly marginal deformations in the IR even without using [22]. Indeed,

let us suppose that there is an Oα in the (A3, D2p) theory. In this case, the descendant

can be at most marginally irrelevant in the IR since it breaks the U(1)F symmetry (with

JF > 0). Finally, let us suppose that Oα = ΦÔα, with Oα from the (A3, D2p) theory.

Such an operator is not relevant in the UV and is irrelevant in the IR, since it has δD > 0.

A similar analysis shows that type (vii) operators are irrelevant in the UV and the IR.

14 Also, for the case of the hypermultiplet or Φ̃ 6= Φ, applying (2.5) for the J symmetries that

act on the free vector and the free hypermultiplet respectively shows that such operators are never

exactly marginal in the IR.
15 Examples of such operators include the baryons in SU(3) SQCD with Nf = 6.
16 In fact, it is isolated as an N = 1 theory as well.
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Finally, one may wonder if higher-order perturbative corrections change the above

picture, since the exact IR R-symmetry differs from the R-symmetry in (2.21). However,

we can compute the exact IR R-symmetry using a-maximization [27]. We find that the

exact IR R-symmetry differs from the R-symmetry discussed above by

δR ∼ −
32

27cp2
JF . (2.24)

Such corrections are highly subleading relative to (2.22) and are not sufficient to make

any of the non-marginal IR chiral primaries marginal (happily, since ΦO0 and ΦO0,p−1

are invariant under JF , these higher-order corrections do not affect the dimensions of the

exactly marginal deformations that take us along Mc). We conclude our discussion of this

example by noting that we do not find any violations of unitarity bounds in the IR (at

least in the chiral sector).

We can also generalize the previous example and consider any (A2n−1, D2p) SCFT

with n ≥ 2, 2n ≪ p, and a free chiral multiplet (the case n = 1 does not yield a non-trivial

compact IR conformal manifold). The analysis for general n is more tedious but proceeds

largely as it does for n = 2. In the end, we find an IR CP 1 conformal manifold given by

{
λi
∣∣∣|λ1

∗|
2 + |λ2

∗|
2 =

2p+ 2n−1 − 1

2n−1
·
τU
4π4

=
9 · 2n−2 · c · (4p+ 2n − 2)

9c(4p+ 2n − 2)2 + 16(8p+ 2n − 4)2

.
2n−4

π4p
≪ 1

}/
U(1) ,

(2.25)

where the U(1) action is generated by U . We see that as n increases, so too does the radius

of the CP 1.

One other difference for n > 2 is that the (A2n−1, D2p) theory may not be isolated as

an N = 1 theory (it is still isolated as an N = 2 theory). In other words, there may be

exactly marginal deformations in the UV that break N = 2 → N = 1. The reason this

may happen is that for n > 2, there are N = 2 chiral primaries of dimension three (e.g.,

for n = 3, the operator O1,p−2 has dimension three). As a result, if there are primaries

with RN=2 = 0, jR = 3
2 (i.e., type (iv) primaries), and appropriate quantum numbers

under the N = 2 flavor symmetry of the theory, then they may form exactly marginal

linear combinations with the N = 2 chiral primaries of dimension three. However, this

possibility does not affect our analysis. Indeed, we find that the putative exactly marginal

deformations in the UV break up into irrelevant and relevant deformations in the IR, and

so any points on the UV conformal manifold that are close to the N = 2 point are mapped

to new IR fixed points with lower value of a than the fixed points on the IR CP 1.
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3. Comments on More General Compact Conformal Manifolds

We have seen that we can naturally construct a CP 1 conformal manifold in conformal

perturbation theory via an N = 2 → N = 1 breaking relevant deformation that couples

a free chiral multiplet, Φ, to an (A2n−1, D2p) AD theory. Furthermore, it is clear from

our analysis that one potential way to construct theories realizing a CPN−1 conformal

manifold for N ≥ 3 is to look for an N = 2 SCFT satisfying properties (a)-(c) described

in the introduction and then couple a free chiral multiplet to the corresponding operators

described in (b) via an interaction of the type given in (2.17). Note that we could also

try to find a single sector theory with N N = 2 chiral operators of dimension 3 − ǫ. We

might then try to deform the superpotential by adding these operators. However, the

one-loop fixed points in these cases are harder to control since the couplings get pushed

to
∑

i |λ|
2ǫ ∼ ǫ2c. Of course, if ǫc ≪ 1, then these fixed points are under perturbative

control. While we have not been able to find theories with this kind of scaling, we also

have not found a proof that they do not exist.

As for constructing weighted projective space conformal manifolds of the type dis-

cussed below (2.12), it is clear we cannot proceed via deformations of the type in (2.17).

One natural way in the N = 2 setup to accommodate a U(1) action with many different

charges is to deform the prepotential by operators of dimension 2 − ǫi. However, this

deformation preserves N = 2, and the one-loop beta function is so small (due to bounds

arising from the conformal bootstrap) that the theory is pushed to non-perturbatively large

couplings [19]. Therefore, we should either use more sophisticated tools to analyze this

case,17 or we should find a different way to realize a weighted projective space: perhaps

using N = 1 theories. It would also be very interesting to understand if it is possible to

construct more general projective varieties.

In order to construct more general toric varieties, we would need to have multiple

broken U(1) symmetries. We might find such examples with arbitrarily many broken U(1)

symmetries by coupling together different N = 2 sectors with a chiral Φ multiplet via

interactions of the type in (2.17). Alternatively, we could try to construct examples using

deformations from additional sectors of operators of N = 2 theories (i.e., operators charged

under N = 2 flavor symmetries) or perhaps using more general N = 1 theories.

Another interesting direction would be to explore Grassmanian conformal manifolds

in four dimensions. In order to construct such spaces, we need some broken non-abelian

17 The results in [28,29,6,7,30] might be useful for such an analysis.
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symmetry (as is the case in the three dimensional models of [5]). One option for construct-

ing such conformal manifolds might be to use other sectors of operators of N = 2 theories

that are charged under non-abelian flavor symmetries or more general N = 1 theories. We

hope to return to these and other more exotic conformal manifolds in the near future.

Finally, it is interesting to ask how our above discussion works holographically. While

we have not worked out all the details and implications, one can, for example, check that

for the SCFTs in [31] that are candidates for theories with good supergravity duals (i.e.,

where one can compute a and c and find a ∼ c ≫ 1), one does not find examples with

compact conformal manifolds. More precisely, these theories violate at least one of our

requirements (a)-(c) mentioned in the introduction.
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